Over the last decade, grid computing has paved the way for a new level of large scale distributed systems. However, this new step in distributed computing comes along with a completely new level of complexity. Grid management mechanisms play a key role, and a correct analysis and understanding of the grid behavior is needed. Traditional distributed computing management mechanisms analyze each resource separately and adjust specific parameters of each one of them. When trying to adapt the same procedures to grid computing, the vast complexity of the system can complicate this task.
Introduction
Grid technology [19] provides access to a pool of geographically distributed computing and data heterogeneous resources. Although nowadays it is achieving its maturity, the architectural characteristics of the environment (like the use of these heterogeneous elements, security related issues, asynchronism, scalability and the coordinated use of non-dedicated resources) can cause management and reliability problems † . The complexity of this kind of environments makes it very difficult to optimally take advantage of its capabilities in order to execute highly sophisticated applications. Dealing with this complexity becomes a major priority, in order to manage the environment and make decisions aimed at using the resources in a better way.
The high level of sophistication of grid environments requires to find new ways to manage them. Nevertheless, it is required to understand properly the environment before trying to improve its management. The traditional and current vision of grid management [3, 31, 48] tries to understand the environment from the behavior of the set of its independent and heterogeneous resources. This implies that current grid management techniques require a deep knowledge about the operation of each grid resource. However, the diversity, dynamism and huge size of the information collected for all the parameters required to manage each resource make grid understanding difficult. Therefore, a new approach to simplify it without losing information which is relevant would be very beneficial to manage the system.
With this aim, we propose to break with the traditional philosophy of grid management, considering aspects according to the whole system behavior instead of each grid resource operation. This way, grid management is based on a behavior abstraction of the whole system as a single entity instead of specific information about each and every element that together form the environment. In this paper, we present our approach which models a grid as a whole, with the aim of simplifying its management and decision making. This model is extracted from the analysis of monitored data along a large period of time. The model can help the scientific community to tackle different problems that are currently not properly solved in the grid field.
Fault tolerance and job scheduling adapted to the dynamic changes and behavior of the whole grid can be hightlighted among others.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 shows different works related to our approach. Section 3 proposes a methodology designed to obtain a global behavior model of large scale distributed environments, like a grid. Section 4 shows a generic framework for addressing this problem. Section 5 validates our proposal by means of the evaluation of both a simulated case study and a real grid environment. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the conclusions of the analysis performed and outlines the future research lines.
Related Work
Several initiatives aim to model and characterize the behavior of a grid. Benchmarks [11] are common solutions used for characterizing the performance behavior of a system under representative workloads. With the use of benchmark programs, a performance model of the system can be obtained. Many advances have been achieved in the field of grid benchmarking [10] . Different grid benchmarking approaches have been developed: NAS Grid Benchmark (NGB) [21] and GridBench [49] , among others. However, grid benchmarking cannot model and predict the dynamic behavior of grids. Another disadvantage of grid benchmarking techniques is their dependence on the accuracy of benchmarks and the suitable selection of inputs and configuration parameters. Since the results are not based on real data over the grid, the selection of a realistic workload is a critic step.
Bratosin et al. [2] offer a formal description of grids by means of Colored Petri Nets (CPN). In this way, a grid can be simulated. Our proposal is not a simulation of a grid but a simplified model of a specific grid environment, which makes easier the application of more efficient management techniques.
Nemeth et al. [37, 36] state the differences between grids and conventional distributed environments. With this aim, they show a high level semantical model for grids by means of the use of Abstract State Machines (ASM) [23] , a mathematical framework for analysis and design of systems. Nevertheless, this definition takes only into account the qualitative characteristics of an ideal grid.
Palatin et al. [41] apply data mining techniques in the creation of a distributed outliers detection algorithm, which allows researchers to understand the grid resources behavior and detect possible machine misconfigurations. Unlike this approach, our proposal is a generic mechanism that provides a global understanding of the grid by means of the use of knowledge discovery techniques.
A global behavior model for understanding the grid
As it has been said, usual grid management mechanisms try to improve performance based on the individual analysis of every component on the system. Then they try to adjust the configuration or predict the behavior of each independent element. This approach may seem reasonable considering the large scale and complexity of the grid. However it could possibly fail to achieve optimal performance, because in most cases it lacks the capability to understand the effects that different elements have on each other when they work together. From a more theoretical point of view, if we consider a grid as an individual entity (with its computational power, storage capacity and so on), it seems logical to analyze it as such, instead of composed of a huge set of individual resources. Therefore two different ways of of understanding the grid can be distinguished. First of all, the "multiple entity" point of view, common in most grid management techniques, where the system is controled analyzing each resource independently. On the other hand, there is also the "single entity" point of view, in which the grid is regarded as a single system (the grid). This is similar as how computers are regarded as individual entities, even though they are made of several electronic components of different nature, or how clusters are most times considered as single machines, when in fact they are composed by many computers. It is, finally, a matter of abstraction, and a global behavior model of a grid would provide the necessary abstraction layer that finally makes the single entity point of view possible.
In order to do so, a behavior model for the whole grid must have certain characteristics:
• Specific state definition: State characteristics and transition conditions should be unambiguously specified. The number of states should also be finite, in order to provide a useful model. A typical model representation that fits with these characteristics is a finite state machine [27, 5] .
• Stable model: The resulting model must be consistent with the environment behavior along the time. As these environments are naturally changing, it seems unrealistic to hope for stationarity. However, it must have at least certain stability to be useful. A model that needs to be regenerated every time an event occurs on the system is simply unusable.
• Easy to understand: The resulting model would be used by management tools and system administrators. Therefore, it has to be understandable and provide basic and meaningful information about the system behavior. A very complex model might be very precise, but it would be extremely complicated to use and, therefore, certainly useless.
• Service relevant states: The model states should be related to the system services.
This ensures that the observed behavior can be explained in terms of how these services are being provided.
This paper presents a methodology for creating this kind of model. The methodology is strongly based on knowledge discovery techniques, and divided into the following three steps:
1. Observing the grid: The system is observed using large scale distributed systems monitoring techniques. At this point, every resource is monitored and the information is gathered. In the same way the operating system of a desktop computer monitors every hardware element, each resource must be observed as a start point to build the abstraction. After or even simultaneously with the monitoring, the information obtained is represented in a more global way. The resulting model produced by this methodology becomes the abstraction layer on top of the grid. This model expresses in a simple and usable way the behavior of the system, and allows us to focus on a single entity view of the environment.
Finally, the whole process should be made in a transparent way, that is, autonomically. Autonomic computing [30] refers to systems that can adapt themselves to the changes occurred in a dynamic environment, like a grid. It tries to achieve that the system is capable of managing itself. The proposed autonomic management helps to reduce the complexity and drawbacks of grid environments by managing their heterogeneity and complexity. Our goal is to provide autonomic features to our approach.
Grid global behavior model construction
In the previous section the global behavior model has been introduced and generally described. In order to have a deep understanding of the model capabilities it is necessary to know in detail how it is built. The complete three phases of this process with all their inner steps are shown in Figure 1 . The following subsections will describe in detail every stage.
Stage 1: Observing the grid
As in any other autonomic computing process, the first step is observing the environmnet, that is monitoring. A correct observation of the relevant parameters is crucial to witness the real grid behavior and to identify its states. However, as the grid monitoring information is very often massive (due to the actual size and heterogeneity of the system), it is also important to find a good way to represent this data, in order to be properly analyzed. 
System monitoring
This first step is basically to gather monitoring information from every grid resource. We have implemented a tool called GMonE (Grid Monitoring Environment) [46, 34] specifically designed for this task and based on MDS [47] . However many other commonly used monitoring tools can be used or adapted to this purpose, such as MonALISA [35, 39, 38] , NWS [56, 55, 40] , Ganglia [22] , MDS, etc. The objective is to obtain a set of general observations of diverse parameters that can be monitored in each grid resource and then aggregate them to obtain grid scale values. This aggregation can be as complicated as it is desired, but generally common statistic descriptors such as average values and standard deviations are sufficient. One of the main advantages of GMonE vs. other monitoring systems that can be used is that it performs this aggregation automatically, so an extra software layer is not required.
There is an important detail that has to be discussed at this point, and this is the parameter selection. Intuitively it may seem reasonable to think that field experts in the services the grid provides could have a better understanding of the system behavior and therefore they could be able to make a good monitoring parameter selection, focusing only on relevant information and discarding the rest. In our experiments this human expert factor proved to be very limited and generally inefficient. This seems understandable considering the vast complexity of the environment, which makes unlikely for any expert to have a complete knowledge of all possible influences on system behavior. On the contrary, we propose a fully automatic approach, based on mathematical analysis of each variable in order to determine its importance. In our proposal, the parameter selection is done by the process itself (as described in this and the following sections), and it emerges naturally as a consequence on the methodology. Instead of providing a set of selected metrics, the administrator just needs to input as many different parameters as possible.
Information representation
As important as the monitoring information itself is the way it is represented. A proper analysis can not be performed if data is not correctly organized.
Although, as it has said above, the monitoring information should be aggregated in order to obtain grid scale values, this is usually not enough. If the parameter selection was exhaustive the monitoring data set obtained would still have so many variables, making difficult further analysis. To alleviate this problem we use virtual representation of information systems.
The role of visualization techniques in the knowledge discovery process is well known. The increasing complexity of the data analysis procedures makes it more difficult for the user to extract useful information out of the results generated by the various techniques. This makes graphical representation directly appealing. Data and patterns should be considered in a broad sense. The increasing high rates of data generation emerging from the grid require the development of procedures facilitating the understanding of the structure of this kind of data rapidly, intuitively and integrated within a monitoring tool.
Virtual Reality (VR) is a suitable paradigm for visual data mining. It is flexible: allows the choice of different ways how to represent the objects according to the differences in human perception. VR allows immersion: the user can navigate inside the data and interact with the objects in the world. A virtual reality technique for visual data mining on heterogeneous, imprecise and incomplete information systems was introduced in [50, 52] .
One of the steps in the construction of a VR space for data representation is the transformation of the original set of attributes describing the objects under study, in the present case grid related events characterized by several monitored features, into another space of small dimension (typically 2-3) with intuitive metric (e.g. Euclidean). The operation usually involves a non-linear transformation; implying some information loss. There are basically three kinds of spaces sought: i) spaces preserving the structure of the objects as determined by the original set of attributes, ii ) spaces preserving the distribution of an existing class defined over the set of objects and iii) spaces representing a tradeoff between the previous two. Since in many cases the set of descriptor attributes does not necessarily relate well with the decision attribute, different types of spaces are usually conflicting. Moreover, they may be created by different non-linear transformations.
We have used a visual, data mining technique based on virtual reality oriented to general relational structures (information systems) [50] , [52] . This technique is oriented to the understanding of large heterogeneous, incomplete and imprecise data, as well as symbolic knowledge. Such a structure U =< O, A > is given by a finite collection of objects O, described in terms of a finite collection of properties A (maybe large). These are described by the so called source sets, constructed according to the nature of the information to represent. Source sets also account for imprecise/incomplete information.
A virtual reality space V R is given by a finite collection of objectsÔ with associated i) geometries representing the different objects and relations, ii) behaviors which the objects may exhibit in the world, iii) location in the VR space which typically is a subset m of a low cardinality cartesian product of the reals R m ( m ⊂ R m of dimension m ∈ {1, 2, 3} and Euclidean metric) and iv) functions assigning geometries, behavior and location to the set of studied objects.
If the objects in U are in a heterogeneous spaceĤ described by n properties, ϕ :Ĥ n → m is the function mapping the objects O from U to thoseÔ ∈ V R. Several desiderata can be considered for building a transformed space either for constructing visual representations or as new generated features for pattern recognition purposes. According to the the property that the objects in the VR space must satisfy, the mapping can be:
• Unsupervised : The location of the objects in the space should preserve some structural property of the data, dependent only on the set of descriptor attributes. Any class information is ignored. The space sought should have minimal distortion.
• Supervised : The goal is to produce a space where the objects are maximally discriminated w.r.t. a class distribution. The preservation of any structural property of the data is ignored, and the space can be distorted as much as required in order to maximize class discrimination.
• Mixed : A space compromising the two goals is sought. Some amount of distortion is allowed in order to exhibit class differentiation and the object distribution should retain in a degree the structural property defined by the descriptor attributes. Very often these two goals are conflicting.
From the point of view of their mathematical nature, the mappings can be:
• Implicit: the images of the transformed objects are computed directly and the algorithm does not provide a function representation.
• Explicit: the function performing the mapping is found by the procedure and the images of the objects are obtained by applying the function. Two sub-types are:
-analytical functions: for example, as an algebraic representation.
-general function approximators: for example, as neural networks, fuzzy systems, or others.
Explicit mappings can be constructed in the form of analytical functions (e.g. via genetic programming), or using general function approximators like neural networks or fuzzy systems.
An explicit ϕ is useful for both practical and theoretical reasons. On one hand, in dynamic data sets (e.g. systems being monitored or incremental data bases) an explicit transform ϕ will speed up the update of the VR information space. On the other hand, it can give semantics to the attributes of the VR space, thus acting as a general dimensionality reducer.
The unsupervised perspective: Structure preservation
Data structure is one of the most important elements to consider and this is the case when the location and adjacency relationships between the objects O in V R should give an indication of the similarity relationships [6] , [1] between the objects inĤ n , as given by the set of original attributes [51] . ϕ can be constructed to maximize some metric/non-metric structure preservation criteria as has been done for decades in multidimensional scaling [32] , [1] , or to minimize some error measure of information loss [45] . If δ ij is a dissimilarity measure between any two i, j ∈ U (i, j ∈ [1, N ], where N is the number of objects), and ζ i v j v is another dissimilarity measure defined on objects
, examples of error measures frequently used are:
Classical deterministic algorithms have been used for directly optimizing these measures, like Steepest descent, Conjugate gradient, Fletcher-Reeves, Powell, Levenberg-Marquardt, and others. Computational intelligence (CI) techniques like neural networks [28] , evolution strategies, genetic algorithms, particle swarm optimization and hybrid deterministic-CI methods have been used as well [53] , [54] .
The number of different similarity, dissimilarity and distance functions definable for the different kinds of source sets is immense. Moreover, similarities and distances can be transformed into dissimilarities according to a wide variety of schemes, thus providing a rich framework.
In this paper unsupervised VR spaces are used for representing the grid, as the states are unknown in nature, moreover with a time dependent number and composition. This approach is more convenient than other classical techniques like Principal Components Analysis (PCA) for several reasons: i) PCA is a linear technique, whereas unsupervised VR spaces are obtained with nonlinear methods, more adequate to describe the complex relationships existing in large masses of monitored objects in an uncontrolled time-varying environment, ii) monitored processes are prone to contain missing information (this difficulty can be dealt with using nonlinear VR spaces, but seriously affects PCA), iii) unsupervised VR spaces focusses the Figure 2 . Example of tree-dimensional representation attention in preserving the similarity relations between every pair of monitored objects in the best possible way, whereas PCA only seeks a transformation which creates a monotonically decreasing distribution of the variance (not necessarily the property of interest when trying to identify states within an unknown system).
Our technique takes advantage of unsupervised VR spaces in order to identify grid states. Figure 2 illustrates a typical tree-dimensional data set represented with this technique. As it can be seen, the similar points appear closer, forming clouds ‡ .
At the end of stage 1 our methodology has produced two outputs. The first one is the aggregated monitoring data, which contains the actual observed information. The second one is the three-dimensional virtual representation of that information, created to represent the grade of similarity among observations in an easy to handle way. ‡ Do not confuse these clouds with this term in cloud computing.
Stage 2: Analyzing the data
The aim of this stage is to identify and describe grid states. As the final objective of these procedures is to create a Finite State Machine (FSM) that models the system behavior, the states themselves are the main element to identify.
It has been said that the visual representation generated carries information regarding the grade of similarity among the observed monitoring values. Similar individuals in the data set should appear close in the representation, presumably forming a sort of clouds, separated by relatively empty spaces. As all individuals in each cloud have similar monitoring values, it is reasonable to presume that they have a close relation among what can be represented as belonging to the same group. Therefore different clouds will represent different states, and it is necessary to analyze and characterize them.
This process is divided as well in two steps. The first one is actually separating the clouds in the three-dimensional representation. The second one is to, once each cloud has been separated, to study them in order to characterize each state.
State identification
In order to divide the original monitoring data set in different groups that will become states, the clouds within the tree-dimensional representation have to be separated. This could be done manually, by a visual analysis but, the aim of this proposal is to do it automatically. This is where data mining techniques [24] are the key to provide the appropriate solution.
The state identification can be view as a clustering problem. Basically clustering is the assignment of objects into groups (clusters) so that objects of the same cluster are more similar to each other than objects from different ones. There are many clustering techniques that can be used, depending on the type of data and how much knowledge we have about it. During the development of this methodology several different clustering algorithms were tested in order to find the most adequate:
• K-Means [33] and derived algorithms were the first to be tested, as they are one of the most commonly used clustering techniques. The results were diverse, showing that the clustering quality depended greatly on the data set used. Also, the K-Means algorithms require to provide the number of clusters as an input, which in this case is the number of states, but this value is unknown at this point. Anyway the performed experiments showed K-Means algorithm did not clustered correctly many of the three-dimensional datasets generated in the previous phase, so these techniques were discarded.
• Hierarchical clustering [29, 8] was tested then, also with unsuccessful results.
Hierarchical clustering creates a hierarchy of clusters, representing them as a tree (called dendrogram), with individual elements at one end and a single cluster containing every element at the other. Each level of the tree provides a different set of clusters, based on the maximum distance between points. The main drawback of this technique is that the tree-dimensional representation contains noise that interferes with the hierarchical construction. This noise is a relatively small set of values that are not really close to any cloud, but resting in the almost empty areas between them. At this point it was clear that the clustering technique chosen should deal with this noise, therefore it must be a density based approach.
• Expectation-Maximization (EM) [9] techniques were tried then, also with uneven results. EM attempts to identify clusters by finding groups of individuals whose distances follow a given probability distribution (normally a Gauss distribution, but not necessarily). At this point nothing can be assumed about the grid states so limiting the search to a expected probability distribution seems premature.
• Quality Threshold (QT) [26] clustering was tested then, with better result in this case. This algorithm allows us to identify very diverse kinds of clusters, without assuming any density probability distribution either specifying the number of clusters a priori. It requires more computing power than K-Means and it was originally designed for gene clustering. Although it provided better results than the other techniques, it still presented some problems dealing with noise values. Most of these problems basically resulted in the algorithm not being able to correctly separate clusters, grouping together sets of points clearly separated in the three dimensional space, but possibly conected by small groups of noise points. We believe the main reason behind these problems is that, as it has been said, QT wat designed to work in gene clustering. Generally the type of data sets used in gene clustering are very different from our three-dimensional representation, usually presenting many dimensions (much more than three) but not so many points.
• Finally DBSCAN [13] family algorithms were tested. DBSCAN techniques are specifically designed to identify density variations in a data set, specially in those with a low number of dimensions (which is the case) and they manage noise in a better way. It was finally decided to use this technique as it proved to be the most efficient and stable one for our problem, providing a reasonably good clustering in almost every test.
The result of the state identification step is the clustering produced by the DBSCAN algorithm. The clustering information calculated is then incorporated to the monitoring information to perform its analysis.
State characterization
As each point in the tree-dimensional visualization represents one individual on the original data set, the clustering can be directly incorporated to the initial readings, and the resulting groups will be still consistent. Once the clustering is finished and its results incorporated to the original data set it is necessary to use a technique that explains the clusters in terms of the original variables. This is a typical supervised classification problem. In this kind of problems the main objective is to create a model that explains a given classification of the individuals of a data set. In our case the classification is the clustering generated on the previous step, and the classification model generated must fulfill two requirements:
1. The model must be understandable by human means. As the main objective of this methodology is to create a behavior model of the grid based on a FSM, it is important that the states are defined in a way a human expert can understand. Therefore the model must be expressed as a decision tree, decision rules or some other kind of understandable representation. This is important at the time of choosing the right classification algorithm because some techniques (i.e. Artificial Neural Networks [25] ) can generate very precise classification models that can not be explained. 2. The model must be simple. For the same reason as the previous point, the generated model must be easy enough for a human expert to understand.
Different classification algorithms that fulfill the previously mentioned two requirements were tested, and finally the C4.5 algorithm [43] was selected. This is a statistical classifier that generates a decision tree as classification model. This tree can be easily translated into a set of rules, each one describing the conditions to determine which class an individual belongs to. The basic nature of the decision tree guarantees no ambiguity, allowing each element to be part of one group only. This algorithm can also be automatically adjusted to make sure that the generated tree is not too complex (although very simple models will probably generate worse classification models). In any case the C4.5 algorithm parameters can be automatically adjusted to generate a model that is understandable and useful.
At the end of this second stage the states have been identified and characterized. The next step is to statistically analyze the monitored data including this new information, in order to obtain the FSM model.
Stage 3: Building the model
The two previous stages provide a set of states and its description, but still more knowledge can be obtained from the monitoring data originally gathered. Transition between states are difficult to define automatically but, as it has been said before, the generated model is not ambiguous (it is represented in the form of a decision tree), so no situation where two states happen at the same time is possible. Therefore the transition between states can be determined by the classification model itself, reviewing the conditions of each one.
A simple statistical analysis of the monitored data, anyway, can provide with some other relevant information:
• State probability: The statistical study of each state in the monitoring information data set can offer a good estimation of the probability of each grid state. Therefore the most common states can be identified and separated from the rare ones. This provides a deep understanding of the grid behavior, knowing not only what conditions are possible (the states themselves) but which of them are expected to be more often (and therefore it is important to focus further efforts on them).
• Transition probabilities: In a similar way to the state probabilities, transit on probabilities can be determined by a simple analysis of the monitored data. This complements the previous point, making possible to know not only which are the most frequent states but also which are the most probable transitions.
The resulting model shares most of its properties with FSMs, but also includes statistical information that provides a deeper understanding of the grid behavior. As it has been said previously the resulting states are meaningful and easy to understand, providing crucial information on the monitored grid behavior.
Model stability and further considerations
The three steps described above enable the construction of a FSM that models the grid behavior for the monitored time period. Each identified state is associated with a specific set of conditions which can be explained and are significantly different from the rest. Anyway there are some additional questions that can arise and should be answered in order to understand completely the process.
Maybe the most important issue is related to the generated model usefulness and stability. The FSM obtained explains how the grid behaved along the monitored time period, but this behavior must be also observed outside the given time. Otherwise the model would be useless. From this point of view it is very important to find a suitable way to deal with the system variability.
The grid is an environment in constant change. From a theoretical point of view (related to the FSM that this technique aims to build) three types of changes can be identified:
• Minor changes are subtle variations related to the specific situation of the system. In most cases these changes are too detailed to be of any use from a global point of view, as they depend largely on the specific moment when they occur.
• Major changes are clear variations of the system's behavior, where some basic conditions change. This usually indicates changes of state and the FSM generated should be able to model them.
• Radical changes are normally related to drastic variations of the grid behavior, probably originated by great modifications on the system architecture, services provided or global usage patterns. In these changes most basic grid conditions change, usually rendering the FSM model generated useless.
As it can be seen, what is considered a minor change, a major change and a radical change depends on how detailed the behavior analysis is made. If it is assumed that the FSM generated identifies major changes, where "the lines are drawn" to separate these categories depends on the size of the monitoring data set used to create the model.
A very small monitoring data set will generate very specific states, and the model will be generally over-fitted to this data. Therefore very soon as time goes by the behavior described by it will not match the observed one and the model will turn into useless.
On the other hand, if the monitoring data set is too big, the resulting model will be too generic, identifying only very big changes in the system's behavior as changes of state. This kind of model would be definitely much more stable along the time than the previous one, but also useless from a grid management point of view.
The key factor is, in consequence, to find the right monitoring data set size so that the FSM generated usefully models the grid behavior and also has an acceptable stability. It will always be vulnerable to radical changes but if the data set size is determined correctly this will not happen very often.
Determining model stability and monitoring data set size
In order to select the proper monitoring data set size to generate the FSM a model stability study must be made. An experimental example of this study can be seen in Section 5, but a detailed description of the generic procedure is described here.
The basic concept behind this study is to determine how long a generated model can be used given a monitoring data set size. To express the following parameters should be taken into account:
• t is the instant where the model is generated.
• w is he monitoring window size. This is basically the size of the monitoring data set used to generate the model. • C(t, w) is the set of clusters observed at time t, in the first step of the Analyzing the data stage described above. These clusters are provided as the result of the clustering algorithm used: DBSCAN. They are generated using monitoring information from interval (t − w, t].
• M (t, w) is the classification model generated at time t at the end of the Analyzing the data stage described above. This classification is provided by the classification algorithm used: C4.5. It is based on the clusters identified by C(t, w).
Therefore, at any time t a new M (t, w) model could be generated, or a previously calculated on time t − d model M (t − d, w) could be used. In order to determine which option is the best, it is necessary to find out if M (t − d, w) is still valid at time t.
interval. The value d is acctually the distance between the data set interval (t − d − w, t − d] used to generate M (t − d, w) and the interval (t − w, t] used to calculate C(t, w). The study of this function for different t, w and d is the key to determine the right combination of values in order to achieve a good model stability.
Calculating the F(t,w,d) function
As it has been said, the F (t, w, d) function should measure the level of agreement between the predicted and observed states, that is, "how close" the classification given by model M (t−d, w) and the clustering C(t, w) are. In order to compare them the confusion matrix can be used:
Given a set of observed states O = {o 1 , o 2 , ..., o R } and predicted states P = {p 1 , p 2 , ..., p S } on the same data set, the confusion matrix can be represented as follows:
Where n is the number of points in the data set and n ij is the number of points that are in o i and p j .
Several comparison indexes can be calculated based on the confusion matrix, in order to determine how well the predicted states fit in the observed ones. The most simple is the grade of similarity (S) between O and P , and can be expressed as follows:
This produces a value in the [0, 1] interval, where 1 indicates that both O and P are a perfect match and 0 that are completely different. This S index seems like a good first way of calculating the F (t, w, d) function, but other more complex metrics can be also used.
The Rand index [44] attempts to be an improved metric for clustering comparision. It is defined by the following equation:
where As in the case of S, the Rand index produces a value in the [0, 1] interval, where 1 indicates that both O and P are a perfect match and 0 that are completely different. Anyway this value is generally more accurate than the one provided by the simpler S.
The Fowlkes-Mallows measure of agreement [20] is another index that can be used to estimate the value of F (t, w, d). It is defined as follows: There are many other clustering comparison indexes that can be used to estimate F (t, w, d). S, Rand and B k are commonly used and accepted as valid, and therefore we have selected them as our basic estimators of the F (t, w, d) function in this paper. In the following section a real example of how they can be used to estimate the global behavior modeling stability will be presented.
Experimental validation
In order to validate the methodology presented in this paper two different kinds of experiments have been performed. The first type is based on a simulated grid environment, and its main purpose is to illustrate with a practical example the detailed procedure of constructing a global behavior model. The second one is based on real monitoring information gathered from the PlanetLab [42] infrastructure. The main objectives of this second experiment are to illustrate how the global behavior modeling can be applied to a real large scale distributed environment and also to make an assessment of the behavior model stability validation techniques described in this paper.
The detailed characteristics of each scenario, along with the experimental results obtained are described in the following subsections.
First experiment: Case study

Scenario characteristics
In order to produce a as much realistic as possible simulation of a real grid environment, performance statistics and job accounting information from the EGEE project [12] were used [14, 15, 16, 17] . The EGEE is a project funded by the European Commission's Sixth Framework Programme. It connects more than 70 institutions in 27 European countries to construct a multi-science grid infrastructure for the European Research Area. The experiment simulation was conducted using GridSim [4] . The GridSim toolkit allows modeling and simulation of entities in parallel and distributed computing (PDC) systems-users, applications, resources, and resource brokers (schedulers) for design and evaluation of grid-based applications. Nowadays it is one of the most commonly used and accepted simulation tools specfically designed for grid environments.
The designed scenario had the certain defined characteristics:
• Randomized resources: Computing resources were slightly randomize to obtain certain heterogeneity. The number of resources was fixed to 100, but the computing power of each of them was randomly generated. Each resource may have one or two machines, each of them with one or two processing elements (CPUs). The power of each processing element was randomized between 1000 and 5000 MIPS.
• Randomized clients: The scenario had a number of 70 clients. These clients function was to randomly generate different types of load (basically CPU load and network load) in order to simulate the uncontrollable changes in the system. • Resource failures: Each resource had a random chance of failure. These were isolated failures that temporarily disconnected the resource from the system randomly affecting its composition. The failure parameters (probability of failure and duration of failure) were adjusted to fit real failure rates observed on the EGEE, according to the reports above cited.
• Job dispatcher: In each scenario there was a job dispatcher that represented the grid service. It had a queue of randomly generated jobs. Each job had three randomly generated parameters: the job computing size (between 100 and 100000 millions of instructions) data input size (between 0 and 50 MB) and data input size (also between 0 and 50 MB). These are the three basic job parameters established by GridSim.
Experiment development and results
As it has been said, the purpose of this first experiment was to provide a detailed description and a practical example of the global behavior model construction process. In order to achieve it a simulated GMonE monitoring system was deployed along the GridSim simulation, configured to gather monitoring information and produce a monitoring data set. This information was aggregated to produce global values, finally producing the following four parameters:
• Resource CPU load average value. • Resource CPU load standard deviation.
• Effective Network Bandwidth average value.
• Effective Network Bandwidth standard deviation.
As it can be seen, this is a very simplistic data set, but its simplicity is perfect to illustrate how the global behavior modeling is actually achieved. A total of 30 days of simulated time were generated, gathering a monitoring data set of all this time.
Then the monitoring data was represented using visual representation of information systems. This technique produced a three-dimensional representation of the monitoring data, where the distance between points is proportional to their grade of dissimilarity. The result can bee seen in Figure 3 . Clearly three different "clouds" of points can be observed, each one presumably related to a different state. It is also clear that not all "clouds" are equally dense, probably indicating that not all three states are equally probable. Finally some "noise" points can be seen between "clouds", making the task of separating them more complicated.
Entering on the second stage of the global behavior modeling technique described (analyzing the data), the next step is to identify each state, by means of the DBSCAN clustering algorithm. The results of the DBSCAN execution can be seen in Figure 4 . The three intuitively seen "clouds" were clearly identified as different clusters (the cluster membership is represented in the figure using a different color for each cluster). Also a significant amount of noise was found, represented in the figure as black dots. The first cluster, identified as cluster1 is the left-most Figure 4 . Three-dimensional clustering of the first experiment data set "cloud" in the figure and grouped the 10% of the monitoring observations in the data set. The second one, cluster2 is the middle "cloud" in the figure and grouped the 16%. The last one, cluster3 is the bottom right "cloud" in the figure and grouped the 50%. The remaining 24% was labeled as noise.
At this point it is important to understand what is the real meaning of the noise label provided by DBSCAN. An important fraction of the total data set was determined to be noise, almost one fourth, so it is necessary to know what are their implications.
As it has been said in previous sections, DBSCAN is a density-based clustering algorithm. This means that it tries to find areas of the data set space where the density of points is considerably higher than the rest. Therefore the difference of density is the key factor while identifying clusters. When the density changes abruptly, as happens in the case of cluster1 o cluster2 on the figure, DBSCAN is able to identify almost the entire "cloud" as member of one cluster. When the density changes gradually, as in the case of cluster3, it is much more difficult for DBSCAN to "draw the frontier of the cluster", loosing points in the process. These lost points are labeled as noise, as they interfere in the clustering procedure and make it more complicated. Anyway, noise points should not be considered as outliers of any kind, as are a result not of the data set itself but of the DBSCAN characteristics. It could be said that what DBSCAN provides is, in fact, each cluster "core" points, meaning those points that are in the most dense areas and therefore are those how better represent the cluster characteristics.
Once the clustering is done, the next step is to perform the state characterization, by means of the C4.5 classification algorithm. The use of this algorithm is very simple and the resulting decision tree can be seen in Figure 5 .
Some additional values regarding the generated classification model are also shown in Figure  5 . These values were obtained as the result of a stratified tenfold cross-validation of the model over the monitoring data and provide a better understanding of its quality. As it can be seen, the model is simple but accurate (less than a 2% of incorrectly classified instances) and the FSM can be easily constructed from it.
Finally, the last remaining step is to actually build the FSM, based on the classification model generated. Figure 6 shows the resulting FSM, displaying each state and the transition conditions. A close analysis of the decision tree generated in the previous stage and the FSM displayed here can provide an understandable explanation of each state: This represents a barely loaded grid, where the network can be used at full capacity. It corresponds to the cluster cluster3 observed.
As it can be seen the resulting model is not only simple and useful, but also makes perfect sense given the environment. It is important to remember that it has been generated without any "human guidance", therefore the emerging FSM is only the result of the natural grid behavior, and not influenced by any previous conception or assumption. This is, nevertheless, a very small example of the potential of this technique. The second experiment is focused on a "real-life" scenario, displaying how global behavior modeling applies to real environments and further developing its characteristics and advantages.
Second experiment: Real scenario
Scenario characteristics
For this second part of the experimental validation real monitoring data from PlanetLab [42] was used. PlanetLab is a global scientific research network, used by researchers at top academic institutions and industrial research labs to develop new technologies for distributed storage, network mapping, peer-to-peer systems, distributed hash tables, and query processing. PlanetLab currently consists of 991 nodes at 485 sites, scattered all over the world. It presents all the heterogeneity, complexity and variability expected from any real grid computing infrastructure, and therefore it is an excellent scenario for testing the global behavior modeling techniques presented here.
PlanetLab provides free access to a monitoring tool called CoMon [7] , capable of presenting detailed information about the current state of each active node in the system. Many different parameters are monitored, including CPU usage, memory usage, network traffic, architecture characteristics, I/O operations, an so on. We have been gathering information from these tool in order to create a comprehensive monitoring database of the historical evolution of PlanetLab. The information contained on this database has been used in order to test the global behavior modeling techniques in a "real-life" scenario. The basic objective of this experiment is to create a useful global behavior model of PlanetLab and validate its quality and stability.
Experiment objectives
Using the monitoring information gathered from PlanetLab, we intended to validate certain characteristics of our global behavior modeling technique:
• Model quality: The generated model should be able to describe accurately the observed behavior, specially in terms of the states identified.
• Model stability: The generated model should present at least some stability along the time, in order to be usable.
• Model usefulness: The generated model should be understandable from a human perspective, in order to be useful for management purposes.
Experiment development
For this experiment a total of 22 weeks of PlanetLab monitoring data were used. As it has been said before, this data contained information related to each node independently, so first of all it had to be aggregated to provide global values. Prior to this aggregation, the CoMon monitoring tool provided the following 10 parameters: These are generic parameters related to the PlanetLab resources and not selected by any human expert regarding any specific requirements (services provided, etc). The global behavior modeling process will automatically identify those that are really relevant to the system's behavior.
The data set was then fragmented in 1 hour monitoring intervals and aggregated values of average and standard deviation were calculated for each of these 10 parameters, resulting a total of 20 global monitoring parameters.
The data set was then divided in in many subsets, in order to generate different models in different instants of time. The length of these subsets was also variable, with a fixed minimum distance between monitoring subsets of 5 days. Subset sizes of 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 days were selected generating a total of 105 subsets (21 of each size), with different grades of overlapping between them. All these subsets were used to generate different global behavior models, and then compare between them.
Model quality
Using the global behavior modeling procedure described in this paper a behavior model for each one of the 105 data subset was generated. As in the case of the simulated scenario presented before, the state characterization step included a stratified tenfold cross-validation, in order to provide a measure of how the observed states were correctly identified by the classification model. As this classification model is the basis for the finite state machine finally constructed, the result of this cross-validation indicates how well the behavior model describes the observed global behavior. Specifically, this test indicates the percentage of correctly classified instances in the data subset. Figure 7 shows the average correctly classified instances percentage obtained, separated by monitoring subset size. As can be seen the value slightly differs between subsets, but in no case it is below 90%. The lowest average value is obtained by the 10 days subsets, to be precise 93.44%. The highest value is obtained by the 40 days subsets, specifically 95.34%. As it can be seen, the difference is not so significant (less than 2%), making possible to affirm that the model capability to correctly identify each observed state is very good, in all cases.
Model stability
In order to determine the global behavior model stability, the three clustering comparison indexes described in previous sections were used (grade of similarity, Rand index and FowlkesMallows level of agreement). The classification model obtained from each monitoring subset was compared to the observed states of the rest, separated by sizes (the '10 days' models were compared with other '10 days' models, '20 days' models with other '20 days' models and so on).
To better understand how this comparison was made, it is necessary to go back to the definition of the F (t, w, d) function and see how it was calculated in the experiment: This produces a set of predicted states. 6. Finally we use one of the clustering comparison indexes to compare observed and predicted states. The resulting value can be used as an estimator of F (t, w, d).
Repeating this operation for all possible combinations of t, w and d (in the monitoring data set) generates an estimation of the F (t, w, d) function, based on the clustering comparison index selected. As we used three different indexes, we have three different estimations of this function, each one based on one of them. The first thing that can be seen in Figure 8 is that all plotted curves have a S index value very close to 1 at distance d = 0. This is perfectly understandable and expected, as at distance 0 the two compared subset are in fact the same one, and, as it has been previously said, the cross-validation performed on the classification models generated presented very good results (around 95%). After that the curves decrease at different speeds, basically depending on the size of w. To understand this is important to remember that when the distance is small there might be overlapped data between the two subsets compared. For instance, a 30 days subset compared with another that is only 10 days away will have 20 days of information shared with it. This overlapped data makes the two subsets very similar (as they positively share some values) and therefore the classification model will naturally predict the states better. We consider these first values unrealistic for stability measurement procedures, as our real intention is to compare completely different subsets. Therefore the most important information displayed on Figure 8 begins when the distance d is higher than 50 (so there is no overlapped data in any case).
Since that moment the most significant information is revealed: the similarity index values seem to stabilize around 0.78. This is important for two main reasons:
• First of all this seems to indicate that there is real behavior stability within the system. Therefore a behavior model generated at a given time can predict the grid behavior at any other time, with a certain level of error. The fact that the F (t, w, d) function estimator seems to be stable along the time (once cleared of the "overlapping effect") indicates that, even though there is real variability on the system, there is very possibly also a basic almost stable behavior. A global behavior model such a finite state machine seems, in consequence, to be a suitable representation of this basic behavior, in order to improve long-term management and performance prediction.
• The second reason why the stabilization of the F (t, w, d) function is important is because the value is high enough (0.78 in this case). This means that there is an important amount of behavior information that keeps constant along the time, which is the basic behavior above mentioned. It also indicates that the prediction error of a generated model will probably be within acceptable limits, as it is able to correctly identify a great part of the grid behavior.
Besides, Figure 8 shows that, once the F (t, w, d) function is stabilized, there is not a big difference between different values of w. All models seem to present very close similarity values. This seems to indicate that the size of w is not as important as was originally believed, as 10 days models seem to provide as good results as 50 days ones.
Even though the results presented in Figure 8 provide very significant information, it is important to use more than one comparison index in order to really validate them. Figure 9 shows the same results commented above, but using the Rand index as clustering comparison tool. The data is still grouped by w value, the X axis indicates the distance between compared subsets and the Y axis shows the average value of the Rand index for each case.
As it can be seen the basic patterns observed in the previous case are still present, but the different index used incorporates new information to the graph.
The improved agreement due to overlapped data (the "overlapping effect" described above) is much more evident in this case, specially when comparing the '10 days' and '50 days' case. The stabilization of the F (t, w, d) function is present here as well, but less clearly than in the previous case. All curves show a very similar behavior (after the model distance is higher than 50) and all tend to stability, but there are still some variations present. Anyway the tendency to stability can be seen, happening in this case around a value of 0.5 in the Rand index.
Generally speaking, the Rand index seems much more sensitive to data variations, providing reasonably good values but lacking the clearness of the previous case. We need then to use another index to clarify these results, indicating if the conclusions obtained with the first index are valid. To solve these doubts the more accurate Fowlkes-Mallows level of agreement (B k ) The results provided by this third index clearly support the conclusions extracted from the case of the S index, showing a clear behavior stability and a great amount of constant behavior information that can be identified with any model generated.
At this point, it is important to consider the three stability values obtained for the F (t, w, d) function using the three cluster comparison indexes. The first one provided 0.78, the second one 0.5 and the third one 0.63. These values can not be numerically compared, as they came from different indexes. What can be compared is the qualitative meaning of these values, as all three indexes are designed to provide information regarding the same thing. ¿From this point of view, all three indexes results indicate that there is a reasonably good agreement between the clustering compared, supporting our conclusion that the system behavior has certain stability thoughtout time and also there is an important amount of its behavior that is constant and can be globally modeled and predicted. 
Model usefulness
A set of previously described requirements have to fulfilled (understandability, simplicity, etc) to obtain a useful behavior model. The PlanetLab used monitoring data produced a total of 105 different behavior models, each one generated using one of the monitoring subsets. Presenting here all of them would be clearly excessive and by no means necessary, specially considering that, as has been explained before, the system's partial stability would make most models very similar. Instead of that one example will be described and analyze, in order to determine its particular characteristics and suggest possible applications.
The model selected was generated using a 50 days subset of the PlanetLab monitoring data. All the global behavior modeling stages were performed as described before and the resulting finite state machine was generated. Figure 11 shows the decision tree generated by the C4.5 algorithm and the specific crossvalidation results for this model. As can be seen five different states have been identified, and the analysis of this tree provides the qualitative description of them:
• State 1 indicates that the average disk usage of the system is low (below 17.7%) but the CPU is considerably loaded (higher than 52%). This can be summarized as a situation where the grid is being used only for calculations or other CPU demanding operations.
Correctly Classified Instances 995 (99.1036%) Incorrectly Classified Instances 9 (0.9864%) Mean absolute error 0.006 Relative absolute error 2.0052% Total Number of Instances 1004 Figure 11 . Sample decision tree generated by the C4.5 algorithm using PlanetLab monitoring data and cross-validation results
• State 2 presents a system with low disk usage and also low CPU usage. This probably indicates a generally low loaded system. This is also the most frequent state in the monitoring subset.
• State 3 presents a system with more disk usage than state 1 and 2 (over 17.7%) but, not a high CPU load. Another parameter is introduced here, also indicating that average available memory is bellow 2.3GB. This indicates a low loaded grid, but with not very much available memory and storage capacities.
• State 4 is similar to state 3, but in this case the CPU load is higher than 52%. This seems to be the most heavy loaded state, as the disk usage could be high and there is not much memory available.
• State 5 indicates a system also with more disk usage than states 1 and 2 (over 17.7%) but with a higher memory size than states 3 and 4. Figure 12 . Sample finite state machine generated using PlanetLab monitoring data
Using this information a finite state machine was built, as displayed in Figure 12 . The transitions have been indicated in a separated table to prevent the graph from being difficult to read.
As it can be seen the resulting states and state transitions are very easy to understand and work with, and provide valuable behavior information about the whole system. This information can now be used to design specific grid management mechanisms adapted to the most frequent situations (represented by the five identified states) on the system. Job scheduling can be pointed out as a possible example of how this model can be applied to grid management. The five identified states clearly determine five different system conditions where some jobs might be more suitable for execution. A CPU demanding job, for instance, would be more easily and rapidly dispatched during states 2 and 3 than 1 and 4. Incorporating this information to the job scheduler would provide significant improvement of the use of system resources, scheduling jobs according to the system state. But not only CPU usage is present on the model, so other aspects such as memory and disk availability could be considered, more effectively scheduling jobs depending on their memory and storage requirements.
Generally speaking the incorporation of the global behavior model into the job scheduler could strongly improve its effectiveness. The identified states came from observation of the system instead of a human expert subjective advise, therefore they are more likely to fit into the real behavior, focusing only on observed events.
Anyway this is just a simple example of how this model could be used. Other applications such as fault tolerance, storage allocation, load balancing and many more can benefit from a global behavior modeling approach.
Conclusions and Future Work
Although current grid environments have achieved a high level of maturity, most of them are characterized to be very complex. We have presented in this paper an approach which enables the development of an abstract behavior model of a grid. This model provides a simplified view of the performance of the grid, which can be used to make decisions oriented to optimize the use of the system.
The main advantages of this approach are:
• The model which is built by means of our technique is easy to be interpreted by a system manager or administrator.
• The simplicity of the model makes easier to use within management tools in order to improve the performance of the grid.
• The model is built in an autonomous way. No human intervention is needed.
The paper describes two use cases, one in a simulated scenario and another one in a real scenario. In both cases, we have found an understandable model. The stability of the models has also been proven. Furthermore, some examples of application of the model have been also shown, emphasizing the importance of this initiative.
